Automated Region of Interest Detection Method in Scintigraphic Glomerular Filtration Rate Estimation.
The glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is a crucial index to measure renal function. In daily clinical practice, the GFR can be estimated using the Gates method, which requires the clinicians to define the region of interest (ROI) for the kidney and the corresponding background in dynamic renal scintigraphy. The manual placement of ROIs to estimate the GFR is subjective and labor-intensive, however, making it an undesirable and unreliable process. This work presents a fully automated ROI detection method to achieve accurate and robust GFR estimations. After image preprocessing, the ROI for each kidney was delineated using a shape prior constrained level set (spLS) algorithm and then the corresponding background ROIs were obtained according to the defined kidney ROIs. In computer simulations, the spLS method had the best performance in kidney ROI detection compared with the previous threshold method (threshold) and the Chan-Vese level set (cvLS) method. In further clinical applications, 223 sets of 99mTc-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid renal scintigraphic images from patients with abnormal renal function were reviewed. Compared with the former ROI detection methods (threshold and cvLS), the GFR estimations based on the ROIs derived by the spLS method had the highest consistency and correlations (r = 0.98, p < 0.001) with the reference estimated by experienced physicians. The results indicate that the proposed automated ROI detection method has great potential in automated ROI detection for accurate and robust GFR estimation in dynamic renal scintigraphy.